Quantitative and high drug loading of self-assembled prodrug with defined molecular structures for effective cancer therapy.
Nanomedicines have made significant progress in the delivery of small molecular drugs, many challenges, however, still remain to be overcome, such as unsatisfactory drug loading, formulation instability, premature drug leakage, and poor blood circulation. Herein, an innovative glutathione (GSH)-sensitive amphiphilic dendritic prodrug with quantitative and high drug loading (>30 wt%) is reported. The multi-armed structure of prepared prodrug can self-assemble into nanoparticles in aqueous solution without the introduction of any organic solvents. The self-assembled prodrug nanoparticle is composed of the following key components: (i) polyethylene glycol (PEG) outer shell ensuring biocompatibility and prolonging blood circulation, (ii) prodrug inner core responding to GSH for triggered release of intact drug, (iii) multi-armed dendritic structure facilitating self-assembly and enhancing drug loading content, (iv) covalent drug conjugation avoiding drug leakage and improving stability, (v) defined chemical structures and quantitative drug loading easy for reproduction. Both in vitro and in vivo results show that these GSH-responsive prodrug nanoparticle exhibits significant inhibition of tumor cell growth, and is promising for efficient and safe chemotherapeutic delivery.